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Summary: A vast amount of quantitative data is available within the energy sector, however, there is limited understanding of the relationships between neighbourhoods, demographic characteristics and domestic energy consumption habits. We report upon research that will combine datasets relating to energy consumption, saving and loss with geodemographics to enable better understanding of energy user types. A novel interactive interface is planned to evaluate the performance of these energy-based classifications. The research aims to help local governments and the energy industry in targeting households and populations for new energy saving schemes and in improving efforts to promote sustainable energy consumption. Energy based neighbourhood classifications will also promote consumption awareness amongst domestic users. This poster describes the research methodology, data sources and visualization requirements.
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1. Introduction

Energy consumption is of growing interest to individuals, organizations and government due to EU energy consumption and carbon footprint reduction targets set for 2020 and 2050. In 2004 the household sector represented 27% of the UK’s total carbon dioxide emissions and approximately 30% of total energy use (HM Government, 2006 in Druckman & Jackson, 2008). Achieving a large reduction at the domestic level is therefore imperative to meeting these targets. Over recent years there has been an increasing amount of research related to energy consumption, carbon reduction and potential energy saving opportunities; however, there is still limited knowledge of the relationship between energy consumption and measurable characteristics of population. Druckman and Jackson (2008) report that domestic fuel consumption in the UK is strongly related to disposable income levels with other highly influential factors being dwelling type, household composition, property tenure and rural/urban location. This work indicates that energy consumption patterns correlate to socio-economic and geographic characteristics and continued research in this field is needed in order to better target new low-carbon policies.

Within the energy industry there is a substantial amount of energy consumption data and the introduction of modern smart meters will increase this data quantity exponentially (Computer Weekly, 2009). Smart meter technology allows for consumption to be recorded at frequent intervals and communicates this information to both consumer and energy supplier allowing for near real-time feedback of energy use. Smart meters form a major component of ‘Smart Grids’, which are estimated to reduce annual EU household energy consumption by 10% and carbon dioxide emissions by 9% (European Commission, 2011). Many EU countries have started to introduce smart meter technology into households, with Italy reaching 85% household coverage in 2010 (Clastres, 2011). In 2009 the UK Government announced the intention to introduce smart meters into all households by 2020 (Faruqui et al., 2010).

Smart meters are expected to greatly improve user awareness and allow for the regulation of energy consumption at the household level (Darby, 2010). A study of early adopters (Hargreaves et al., 2010) reports improved awareness, but further studies are needed to identify whether changes in behaviour are long term and to understand the differences across household types. Traditionally household energy consumption feedback is provided through standard utility bills, which are usually vague,
uninformative and do not invite householders to think about their consumption patterns. It is rare for utility suppliers to provide benchmarks or comparison target groups for improving consumer awareness (Ehrhardt-Martinez et al., 2010). Räsänen et al. (2008) acknowledge the need for neighbourhood level comparisons to provide consumers with understandable and concrete reasoning for saving energy as well as to encourage discussion of energy saving techniques amongst neighbours. Energy usage profiling and online visualization tools are now available for individuals to track their consumption over time, with some of these allowing for comparison at the neighbourhood or community level - such as iMeasure (Environmental Change Institute, 2011). While providing the opportunity to explore household energy consumption patterns in greater detail than the standard utility bill, these profiling tools are often time consuming and require some technical understanding in order to achieve a reduction in energy consumption. Ehrhardt-Martinez et al. (2010) review recent research and compare the success of different usage feedback schemes.

Electricity distribution deregulation has enabled electricity providers to formulate dedicated tariff types based on customer characteristics (Stephenson et al., 2001). Energy providers and market analysts would benefit from consumption classifications as this would enable tariffs to be targeted based on typical consumer traits. Chicco et al. (2006, p.933) describe the need for electricity customer classifications for service providers:

“For the purpose of defining suitable tariff structures, the existing customer classifications based on the type of activity are scarcely correlated to the actual evolution of the electrical consumption and, as such, give poor information to the distribution providers”.

A new geographical clustering of energy characteristics at the neighbourhood level is necessary for energy companies, local governments and residents to allow realistic comparisons, understand complex consumption variations and enable better targeting of services and schemes to encourage more sustainable energy use.

2. Geodemographics and Energy Consumption

There is a body of relevant research correlating energy consumption with household or population variables (Semenik et al., 1982); however, little research directly investigates the classification and evaluation of energy related variables with geodemographics. Druckman and Jackson (2008) compare energy consumption with the seven ONS Output Area Classification (OAC) Super Groups showing clear correlations with household disposable income and property tenancy. This draws parallels with other literature (Dillahunt & Mankoff, 2011; Dillahunt et al., 2009) indicating that low-income families and tenant households have difficulties and additional barriers to reducing energy consumption.

Large multivariate dataset classification is ideal for residential energy consumption as previous research shows that human populations with similar characteristics and behaviours tend to cluster together. Some topical research by Chicco et al. (2003, 2006) evaluates techniques and methods for classifying characteristics of non-residential electricity use. In 2008, Experian introduced a data product ‘GreenAware’ (Experian, 2008) responding to demand to characterise populations based on energy behaviour. A case study of the use of this data by Haq and Owen (2009) demonstrates the potential for using population classifications to understand the geographical variations in energy consumption, however, the thematic map examples offered also highlight the difficulty in visualizing such abstract classified datasets. In classic thematic maps the areas of interest with the largest populations are frequently least visually salient due to the limited geographical area of the most densely populated areal units. Slingsby et al. (2011; 2010) show that well designed and novel visualization methods can be used to effectively visualize local and national multivariate datasets to overcome some of the problems associated with the kinds of thematic maps that are more routinely used.
3. Data Visualization and Energy Consumption

While data classification radically reduces data volumes and enables trends and clusters in large datasets to be identified with greater ease, they can be misinterpreted (Harris et al., 2005). Data visualization can be both useful in helping gain access to and traction with such abstract but potentially informative information as well as providing insight into some of the detail lost during the classification process. OAC Explorer (Slingsby et al., 2010; Slingsby et al., 2011) shows that exploratory visualization methods can be effective in helping organizations understand local populations and their characteristics through geodemographic classifications. The public facing \textit{placeSurvey} application (LSR, 2011) and related means of providing timely information for citizens demonstrate how visualization can be used to engage the public in exploratory analysis of information about local issues.

Technological advances in data visualization offer real opportunities for research into energy consumption awareness with techniques that may provide personal views and interactive exploration of energy data – potentially in real time. Recent research highlights new ideas to encourage awareness and behavioural changes through tools and visualizations designed to make the user aware of their current energy use through non-intrusive and subtle visual stimuli (Jönsson et al., 2010; Rodgers et al., 2011).

4. Research Plan and Status

The academic literature in the field highlights a continued need to classify UK energy user groups as well as provide the ability to explore such a classification through interactive visualization techniques. Our research therefore has two objectives:

a. To create neighbourhood energy consumption classifications by combining datasets such as energy consumption, energy loss and saving potential with geodemographic variables
b. To provide user groups such as energy suppliers, local government and citizens with the possibility to visualize this information through innovative and interactive geovisualization techniques that enable the data to be explored, understood, evaluated and acted upon.

The proposed classification and visualization of energy consumption related data will enable the private household energy market to be better understood, allow for energy profiles at the neighbourhood level and give local government and the energy industry better targets for potential energy saving schemes.

Having established a need for geodemographic energy profile geovisualization we are currently in the process of defining the classification system to be used, collecting datasets that may contribute to it and establishing visualization requirements. Our poster presents a description of our classifier and some initial visualization requirements that form the first stage in moving us towards our research objectives.
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